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Summary

Marine structures are various kinds of engineering facilities, which are constructed and
installed in the ocean for marine resource exploitation and continuous development. The
marine engineering structures can be divided into three types: fixed structures, movable
structures and complimentary structures. These types of structures can be categorized
according to their usage, material and supporting system. Conventional materials, such
as steel, concrete, sand, rocks etc., are commonly used. The high strength concrete, prestressed concrete, antifreeze concrete, light weight concrete become more popular; also
new composite materials, such as high strength plastic material and their production,
have shown their high quality.
Because of the serious environmental loading exciting the marine structures, not only
traditional static and dynamic analyses are required, but also the structure reliability
analysis should be considered. Marine structures will suffer corrosion caused by
chemical process, the collision by ships, and damage by unexpected disasters. The
structural strength with such deterioration should be investigated and analyzed.
Following an intensive utilization along coastal area development, deeper water region
has gradually intrigued public attention. However, the environmental condition became
more severe, and the investment became more expensive. For satisfying this kind
requirement, the environmental condition should be determined more accurately and the
design method should be improved as well.
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1. Definition and Catalog of Marine Structures
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Marine structures are engineering facilities constructed and installed in coastal zones or
open oceans for the exploitation of various marine resources and the maintenance of its
continuous operations. Generally, the marine structures can be divided into three types:
fixed, movable (or floating structures) and complimentary structures. Fixed structures
are fixed on the seabed on a long-term basis by using piles or the gravity of structures.
They include gravity type breakwater, gravity type pier, groin, seawall, gravity concrete
platform, jacket platform, submarine pipeline, submarine tunnel and various types of
artificial island. Movable structures can be operated at different locations by the
operation of fixing position, floating, sinking and removal. They include floating type
breakwater, floating pier, jackup drilling platform, bottom-supported platform, semisubmersible platform and various types of specially designed boats etc. Complimentary
structures are partially fixed by using guyed cable, tension facilities and universal joints
to limit and control the six degrees freedom movement induced by various
environmental forces.
To satisfy the operation requirements of orientation and movement of structures,
complimentary structures are vertically anchored and often oriented by using flexible
members. Complimentary structures include tension leg platform, guyed tower
platform, and articulated tower platform etc.
According to the functions and characteristics of marine structures, marine structures
can be grouped into coastal, offshore and deep ocean structures.
A. Coastal Structures

(1) Breakwater: vertical wall breakwater, sloping structure breakwater, and composite
type breakwater
(2) Piers: gravity type piers, pile foundation piers, and floating piers
(3) Seawalls: vertical wall seawall, sloping structure seawall, and composite type
seawall
(4) Groins
(5) Tidal gate
(6) Submarine tunnel
B. Offshore Structures

(1) Fixed structures: jacket platform, tower type platform (spar platform), and gravity
platform
(2) Movable structures: jack-up platform, bottom supported platform, semi-submersible
platform, and floating drilling ship
(3) Complimentary structures: tension leg platform and guyed tower platform
(4) Mooring system facilities: single anchor leg mooring system and catenary anchor leg
mooring system
(5) Submarine facilities: subsea pipeline, seabed wellhead template, and submarine
tunnel
(6) Artificial islands: very large floating structures, and gravity type artificial islands
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C. Deep Ocean Structures
Deep sea manned submersible
2. Design Criteria and Methods for Marine Structures
2.1. General Requirement for the Design of Marine Structures
A good design of marine structures should consider the following requirements. They
are utilization, safety, environmental protection, construction and economy.
A. Utilization:
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The design of marine structures for the exploitation of marine resources, the protection
of marine environment, and safety of marine activities should be first to match the
utilization requirements. The utilization requirements include the function of marine
structures, the environmental conditions for construction, and the operation lifetime of
the structures. The type of structures should first be decided according to its utilization
requirements.
B. Safety:

Usually the marine structures are constructed in the coastal zone or in the open seas,
where the marine environmental conditions could be very severe. The marine structures
and their members are required to meet its reasonable design criteria and safety level, as
they go through the process of building, haulage, installation, operation and removal.
Here, the reasonable design criteria and safety level mean that the structure is to be
constructed or operated normally without causing damage under a specified probability.
Additionally, the safety requirements for marine structures located far from coastal line
should also include the safe evacuation and rescue process of operators during disaster,
and the prevention of marine environment pollution. As for the design of structures for
residential usages, the health condition of residents in marine environments should also
be carefully considered.
C. Environmental Protection:

All governments in various countries pay great attention to protect marine environment
from the impacts of marine structures. So the minimization of environmental impacts
from marine structures should be an important design requirement for designers to
follow, especially for those structures used for the exploitation of marine oil-gas
resources. Proper treatments of disposals from both the production process and the
human living activity are very important. Also, impacts of structure constructions on
marine environments and living beings should be carefully considered.
D. Construction:
Construction requirements include sites, facilities and hardware for building process, the
depth of waterway during marine transportation for structure and its members, sheltered
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area, building scheduling, process for safety and protection of marine pollution. The
construction requirement is an important factor for the choice of type and design option
of structures, especially for the huge gravity concrete platform. The construction
requirements could be is a decisive factor to the success or failure of design.
E. Economy:
Various design options can satisfy the same required functions of structure. The
selection of a safer, more reliable and economic option as the final design is based on
the technical and economical evaluations for various design options.
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